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Spacetime-discontinuous Galerkin (SDG) ﬁnite element methods are used to solve hyper-
bolic spacetime partial differential equations (PDEs) to accurately model wave propagation
phenomena arising in important applications in science and engineering. Tent Pitcher is
a specialized algorithm, invented by Üngör and Sheffer (2000) and extended by Erickson
et al. (2005) to construct an unstructured simplicial (d + 1)-dimensional spacetime mesh
over an arbitrary d-dimensional space domain. Tent Pitcher is an advancing front algorithm
that incrementally adds groups of elements to the evolving spacetime mesh. It supports
an accurate, local, and parallelizable solution strategy by interleaving mesh generation
with an SDG solver. When solving nonlinear PDEs, previous versions of Tent Pitcher must
make conservative worst-case assumptions about the physical parameters which limit the
duration of spacetime elements. Thus, these algorithms create a mesh with many more
elements than necessary. In this paper, we extend Tent Pitcher to give the ﬁrst spacetime
meshing algorithm suitable for eﬃcient simulation of nonlinear phenomena using SDG
methods. We adapt the duration of spacetime elements to changing physical parameters
due to nonlinear response. Given a triangulated 2-dimensional Euclidean space domain M
corresponding to time t = 0 and initial and boundary conditions of the underlying
hyperbolic spacetime PDE, we construct an unstructured tetrahedral mesh in the spacetime
domain E2 × R. For every target time T  0, our algorithm meshes the spacetime volume
M × [0, T ] with a bounded number of non-degenerate tetrahedra. A recent extension of
Tent Pitcher due to Abedi et al. (2004) adapts the spatial size of spacetime elements in
2D× time to a posteriori estimates of numerical error. Our extension of Tent Pitcher retains
the ability to perform adaptive reﬁnement and coarsening of the mesh. We thus obtain the
ﬁrst adaptive nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm to build spacetime meshes in 2D× time.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Mesh generation is an important problem in computational geometry, with applications in science and engineering. Given
a domain of interest, a mesh is a decomposition of the domain into simple mesh elements, such as triangles, tetrahedra,
hexahedra etc., with pairwise disjoint interiors. Meshes are used by several numerical methods, including the very popular
ﬁnite element method, for simulating physical phenomena by solving a discretized model of the continuum physics. The
eﬃciency of the solution technique depends on the number, size, and distribution of elements in the mesh.
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ically simulate time-dependent phenomena such as wave propagation through a physical medium. Important applications
include modeling traﬃc ﬂow, seismic waves, acoustics, and the simulation of mechanical stresses in materials. These and
other applications require the high-ﬁdelity numerical solution of hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDEs) in space
and time variables. An eﬃciently solvable mesh of the spacetime domain of interest is essential to obtaining a suﬃciently
accurate numerical solution. Because most meshing algorithms are not designed to mesh the non-Euclidean spacetime do-
main that interests us, they are not provably eﬃcient.
Üngör and Sheffer [28,29] gave the ﬁrst specialized algorithm to mesh directly in spacetime to support an eﬃcient SDG
solution method. Their advancing front algorithm, called Tent Pitcher, incrementally constructs an unstructured simplicial
spacetime mesh while respecting certain geometric constraints depending on the physical parameters of the problem. The
geometric constraints are constraints on the gradient of certain facets of the mesh. Erickson et al. [11,13] improved and
extended Tent Pitcher, and were followed by Abedi et al. [1,2] who showed how to adapt the mesh resolution to numerical
error estimates, in 2D × time. For nonlinear problems, Tent Pitcher must make worst-case assumptions about the physical
parameters, which results in unnecessarily strict geometric constraints. Therefore, Tent Pitcher constructs a spacetime mesh
with many more elements than necessary. Our contribution in this paper is to relax these assumptions and give a meshing
algorithm, an extension of Tent Pitcher, that adapts the mesh generation to evolving physics. A signiﬁcant feature of our
algorithm is that we retain the existing ability, in 2D × time, to adaptively reﬁne and coarsen the mesh. We thus improve
the overall eﬃciency of the simulation while extending our capability to solve wave propagation problems with nonlinear
physics.
We begin with an informal description of Tent Pitcher in 2D× time and our new enhancements to it.
Given a 2-dimensional space domain M , Tent Pitcher incrementally meshes the 3-dimensional spacetime volume Ω =
M × [0,∞). Imagine Ω embedded in R3 with M horizontal and time (the last coordinate) increasing upwards. Starting
from the initial front, which is a triangulation of M corresponding to time t = 0 everywhere along with initial and boundary
conditions of the problem, the algorithm advances the mesh and the solution by constructing a series of triangulated terrains
embedded in spacetime called fronts. In a generic step, the algorithm advances in time a vertex P of the current front τ
to the vertex P ′ . The vertex P ′ is connected to the vertices of τ adjacent to P , giving a new triangulated terrain τ ′ . The
spacetime volume between the fronts τ and τ ′ is called a tent; P P ′ is the tent pole obtained by pitching P . The algorithm
meshes the spacetime volume between τ and τ ′ with tetrahedra (elements) all sharing the edge P P ′ . The triangular facets
in the interior of the tent all share the edge P P ′ and are vertical. If P Q is a boundary edge, then the resulting facet P ′P Q
is aligned with the vertical boundary of the spacetime domain Ω . A patch is the sub-mesh consisting of the tetrahedra in a
tent, together with (i) the solution on the facets of τ adjacent to the tent and (ii) boundary conditions on vertical facets (if
any) of the tent along the domain boundary. See Fig. 1, taken from the paper by Üngör and Sheffer [29], which illustrates
the ﬁrst few tent pitching steps.
Points in spacetime are partially ordered by causality. A point P in spacetime depends on another point Q in spacetime
if changing the physical parameters (such as the amplitude of the initial stimulus or temperature, pressure, density etc.) at
Q could possibly alter the solution at P .
The SDG solver can be invoked to solve the nascent patch as long as every point in the patch depends only on other
points in the patch, i.e., points where the solution has already been computed or has been speciﬁed in the initial or
boundary conditions; we call such a patch solvable. Points within a patch may depend on each other in which case their
solutions are coupled.
A patch is solvable if its every boundary facet is causal or aligned with the domain boundary [15]. We will deﬁne
causality formally in Section 1.1. Effectively, this causality requirement means that the tent pole P P ′ cannot be pitched too
high. The key challenge confronted by Tent Pitcher is to maximize the minimum height of a tent pole so as to minimize the
overall number of patches and hence the total simulation time.
The new front τ ′ , along with its solution, is the input to the next iteration of the algorithm. Tent Pitcher thus interleaves
mesh generation with a patch-wise solution strategy that fully exploits the discontinuous nature of the SDG formulation
of the solution. Unlike conventional explicit time-stepping schemes, Tent Pitcher advances the solution in different parts
of the domain independently and at different rates. For instance, patches containing elements with larger spatial sizes can
have longer durations than patches with smaller spatial extent. The computational time to solve each patch is linear in
the number of spacetime patches whenever the initial space mesh has bounded vertex degree and the highest polynomial
order of the solution basis in each element is bounded; the total solution time is proportional to the number of spacetime
patches. The patch-wise solution procedure obviates the need to assemble, store, and solve a global system of equations.
Fig. 1. The ﬁrst few tents pitched by Tent Pitcher [29] (reproduced with permission of authors).
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simultaneously at an independent set of vertices of the front τ and the resulting patches can be solved in parallel.
The SDG solver may either accept or reject a patch. If the patch is accepted, then we write the patch (together with the
solution) to secondary storage and discard the old front; we have made progress and successfully advanced the solution
to the new front. The SDG solver may reject a patch if its solution is not suﬃciently accurate. The adaptive Tent Pitcher
algorithm [1,2] then responds by subdividing the current front so that eventually it will create an acceptable patch because
future spacetime elements will be suﬃciently small. If the solver permits, certain facets of the front can be made coplanar
and merged, thus coarsening the front where the mesh resolution is more than adequate for the required accuracy. Adaptive
Tent Pitcher achieves signiﬁcant savings in overall simulation time by creating no more mesh elements than necessary for
the desired accuracy.
For nonlinear problems, the gradient constraints that must be satisﬁed by the patch boundary depend on the solution.
We describe a new extension of Tent Pitcher, which we call the nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm, to maximize the tent pole
height subject to changing gradient constraints. We prove a lower bound on the minimum tent pole height achieved by the
new algorithm. Even though the theoretical minimum tent pole height is a function of the globally worst-case parameters of
the problem, our algorithm greedily adjusts every tent pole height to the parameters which are estimated to be encountered
in the near future. In this way, nonlinear Tent Pitcher attempts to minimize the overall number of patches and thus the
total simulation time. In this paper, we describe the details of the nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm in 2D× time.
Further challenges are encountered when incorporating adaptive reﬁnement and coarsening into the nonlinear Tent
Pitcher algorithm. In our nonlinear algorithm, we retain and exploit the ability of adaptive Tent Pitcher to reﬁne and coarsen
of the mesh. We thus obtain the ﬁrst adaptive nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm to build spacetime meshes over arbitrary
2-dimensional triangulated spatial domains suitable for eﬃciently solving nonlinear hyperbolic PDEs.
1.1. Causality
The phenomenon that characterizes hyperbolic problems is causality, the fairly intuitive notion of cause and effect, stim-
ulus and response, which deﬁnes a partial order of dependence on the spacetime domain.
Inﬂuence is a concept symmetric to dependence. We say that a point Q inﬂuences another point P if and only if P
depends on Q . The domain of dependence of P is the set of points on which P depends. Symmetrically, the domain of
inﬂuence of Q is the set of points which Q inﬂuences.
For instance, when a pebble is dropped into a pond, the surface disturbance radiates outwards in expanding circles from
the point of origin. The spreading wave describes a cone in spacetime whose slope is inversely proportional to the speed
of propagation of the wave, called the wavespeed. (Recall that the space dimensions are horizontal and the time axis is
vertical.)
We will conservatively approximate the domain of inﬂuence of every point P in spacetime by a cone with apex at P
and axis in the positive time direction. By symmetry, the domain of dependence of P will be a symmetric cone with axis
in the negative time direction. We will denote the cones of inﬂuence and dependence of P by cone+(P ) and cone−(P )
respectively; together, they form a double-cone at P . In general, the slope of the double-cone can be different in different
spatial directions. We will denote the slope of either cone (in a given spatial direction) by σ(P ).
We say that a triangle in spacetime is causal if its supporting plane separates the cone of inﬂuence from the cone
of dependence of every point on the triangle. (By convention, the cone of inﬂuence is above the plane and the cone of
dependence is below it.) See Fig. 2. A front τ is causal if its every facet is causal.
Fig. 2. A causal triangle separates the cone of inﬂuence from the cone of dependence for every point on the triangle.
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relative to the triangle at all points of the triangle. In other words, a causal triangle is one in which information ﬂows (along
characteristics) only from one side to the other, and not in both directions simultaneously. The cone of inﬂuence of every
point contains every characteristic ﬂowing from the point into the future; thus, the slope of the cone of inﬂuence in every
spatial direction is determined by the fastest characteristic in that direction. Because every boundary facet of a solvable
patch is either causal or aligned with the domain boundary, every patch can be solved given only local information, i.e., its
boundary data and its inﬂow data, which is the outﬂow data from adjacent solved patches. Henceforth, it will be implicit
that all patches are solvable.
SDG methods use discontinuous basis functions to approximate the exact solution within each patch. In particular, ad-
jacent spacetime elements do not need to agree on the solution along their common boundary. Therefore, there is no
dependence between elements in addition to that required by causal dependence between them. The SDG solver either
accepts or rejects the new patch. If the patch is accepted, then we write the patch (together with the solution) to sec-
ondary storage and discard the old front; we have made progress and successfully advanced the solution to the new front.
Otherwise, we infer from the rejected patch how to modify the old front so that our algorithm will eventually create an
acceptable patch.
1.2. Previous work
Versions of Tent Pitcher so far assumed that the domain of inﬂuence of every point P was a symmetric cone, with
circular cross-section, and slope equal to a constant σ > 0, or relied on the fact that it could be conservatively approximated
by such a cone. The slope σ is speciﬁed in the initial conditions. The assumption of constant slope is accurate in linear
elastodynamics and other applications where the slope depends only on the material properties of the domain which do
not change with time. We call this ﬂavor of the Tent Pitcher algorithm a linear algorithm. In the linear case, it suﬃces to
ensure that the slope of each front τ is less than σ at every point of τ ; this gradient constraint is the so-called causality
constraint and it ensures that every patch is solvable.
The causality constraint limits the height of every tent pole. Being greedy at each step and maximizing the height of
every tent pole subject only to the causality constraint can produce a front where further non-trivial progress is impossible.
The main challenge faced by Tent Pitcher is to ensure that it creates only solvable patches and that the spacetime elements
in each patch are non-degenerate. Thus, the main goal is to prove that the minimum height of every tent pole erected by
Tent Pitcher is bounded from below by a positive ﬁnite quantity.
It was non-trivial to prove, as shown by Erickson et al. [11], a lower bound on the height of every tent pole erected
at an arbitrary local minimum vertex of the current front. This so-called progress guarantee was obtained by imposing an
additional gradient constraint, the so-called progress constraint, on lower-dimensional simplices of the front at every step.
The assumption of constant slope could be relaxed to allow the slope at a point p in space to increase with time or to
decrease smoothly as a known Lipschitz function of time. If the slope at every point in spacetime were known a priori or if
a decrease in the slope at a ﬁxed point in space were known suﬃciently in advance, such as if the slope were a Lipschitz
function, then previous linear versions of Tent Pitcher could adjust the height of tent poles in advance to avoid violating the
causality and progress constraints. If a sharp discontinuity in the slope due to a shock were known in advance, then Tent
Pitcher could decrease the height of tent poles leading up to the shock so as to satisfy all gradient constraints corresponding
to the smaller slope after the shock. If the slope decreased as a Lipschitz continuous function of time, then Tent Pitcher
could divide the height of each tent pole by the Lipschitz constant and still satisfy all constraints. The resulting progress
guarantee would also be proportionately smaller.
On the other hand, if the slope increased with time, then linear Tent Pitcher either could not take advantage of this fact
or would have to know the rate of increase in order to aggressively pitch higher tent poles.
Thus, the linear versions of the Tent Pitcher algorithm would require a priori knowledge of the slope function or at least
a bound on the rate of change of slope with time everywhere in the spacetime domain to correctly build a solvable mesh.
In general, however, the slope is a part of the solution that is computed by the SDG solver. The slope and its derivatives
cannot be computed in advance.
In general, the slope (in a particular direction) at a point U depends on the solution at U and may change discontinu-
ously. Also, the cone of inﬂuence of U may be asymmetric. When the slope is not constant, the previous algorithms limit
the progress at each step by a function of the global minimum slope, which turns out to be unnecessarily restrictive. One
would like an algorithm that adapts to changing slope so that fewer spacetime elements, and therefore less computation
time, are required to mesh a given spacetime volume. The diﬃculty in adapting to changing slope is captured by the fol-
lowing conundrum. The progress of the front in the ith step is limited by the gradient constraints—the so-called progress
constraints—that must be satisﬁed by the next front in step i+1. However, we do not know what the next front is unless we
know how much progress is possible in the ith step! The challenge is to estimate the future slope with suﬃcient accuracy
to allow positive progress in every step. The situation we need to avoid is where a local neighborhood of the current front
cannot be advanced because a tent pole of any positive height intersects a fast cone of inﬂuence (a cone with smaller slope)
and thus the new front immediately violates causality.
We will continue to assume that the domain of inﬂuence of every point P is a cone with apex at P . The domain of
dependence of P is a symmetric cone at P . However, we will no longer require that the slope of this double cone is a
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constant or that it varies smoothly. In general, the slope of the cone of inﬂuence of a point P depends on the solution
at P and may change discontinuously. The cone of inﬂuence need not have a circular cross-section, in which case its
slope is not the same in every spatial direction. The new problem poses the following conundrum—we cannot determine
whether a patch is solvable until we solve it and compute the cone of dependence/inﬂuence at every point of the patch!
Our solution to this conundrum is to estimate the slope at an unsolved point, making the weakest possible assumption
about the slope function that is physically justiﬁable. We make an assumption, formalized in Axiom 1.1, which allows us to
compute upper and lower bounds on the slope at every point P in the future. We give a spacetime meshing algorithm, an
extension to Tent Pitcher, which adapts the duration of spacetime elements even to rapidly changing slope. We thus extend
the capability of Tent Pitcher to solve problems with nonlinear physics much more eﬃciently by solving a mesh with many
fewer elements.
This author ﬁrst gave an extension of the Tent Pitcher algorithm [24], the so-called nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm, that
ensures adequate progress at each step even when the slope decreases discontinuously. However, nonlinear Tent Pitcher kept
the front triangulation unchanged at every step. Abedi and others including this author [1,2] gave an adaptive Tent Pitcher
algorithm in 2D × time that adapts the size of spacetime elements in response to a posteriori numerical error estimates.
Adaptive Tent Pitcher reﬁnes and coarsens the front whenever possible and desirable so that future spacetime elements
have the desired size. However, adaptive Tent Pitcher still assumes a ﬁxed constant (or non-decreasing) slope everywhere
in spacetime.
The algorithm in the current paper is an enhancement of the author’s nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm which also
incorporates adaptive reﬁnement and coarsening. Thus, the current algorithm neatly uniﬁes both the adaptive algorithm
of Abedi et al. and the author’s nonlinear algorithm into an adaptive nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm. The novelty of our
algorithm is a lookahead feature added to the advancing front Tent Pitcher framework and new geometric constraints
imposed on the front at each step that respond adaptively to changes in the slope as well as the level of reﬁnement. In
addition, our algorithm is being implemented and promises to perform signiﬁcantly better in practice than the theoretical
guarantee, for instance by a good choice of parameters to the algorithm and possibly using additional heuristics.
An example of a tetrahedral mesh of 2D × time constructed by our algorithm is given in Fig. 3. Additional examples
appear in the references [1–4,24].
1.3. No-focusing condition
Our algorithm is guaranteed to be correct, i.e., to construct only causal fronts, only if a technical condition is satisﬁed
which we call the no-focusing axiom. In this section, we describe the geometric interpretation of this condition. A description
of the physical meaning of focusing is beyond the scope of this paper.
Recall that σ(P ) denotes the slope at P which is computed by the solver. We abuse notation slightly and use σ(Q ) to
also denote an estimate of the actual slope at Q whenever the solution at Q has not yet been computed.
Our algorithm must estimate the slope at certain unsolved points P . We need to make a technical assumption that allows
us to estimate the slope at a point ahead of the current front where the solution has yet to be computed. Our assumption
is formally stated as Axiom 1.1.
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Axiom 1.1 (No-focusing). For every point P in the spacetime domain, the slope σ(P ) is bounded by the minimum and
maximum slope of every cone of inﬂuence containing P . Thus,
min
P∈cone+(Q )
{
σ(Q )
}
 σ(P ) max
P∈cone+(Q )
{
σ(Q )
}
Axiom 1.1 means that the slope at a point P can be estimated from the slopes of the cones of inﬂuence of all points Q of
the current front such that P ∈ cone+(Q ). See Fig. 4. In the presence of anisotropy, we assume that Axiom 1.1 holds for every
spatial direction. In other words, for every spatial direction n, for every point P in the spacetime domain, the slope σ(P ) in
the direction n is bounded by the minimum and maximum slope in the direction n of every cone of inﬂuence containing P .
An equivalent statement of Axiom 1.1 is the following:
Axiom 1.2 (No-focusing). For every point P in the spacetime domain,
cone+(P ) ⊆
⋃
Q : P∈cone+(Q )
cone+(Q ) and cone+(P ) ⊇
⋂
Q : P∈cone+(Q )
cone+(Q )
By the symmetry of inﬂuence and dependence, we have
cone−(P ) ⊆
⋃
Q : P∈cone−(Q )
cone−(Q ) and cone−(P ) ⊇
⋂
Q : P∈cone−(Q )
cone−(Q )
Signiﬁcance of the no-focusing condition
The no-focusing condition permits fairly general initial conditions in the input to our problem. For instance, it does not
impose any continuity requirements on the initial conditions. Suppose the initial conditions specify the slope at time t = 0
everywhere in the space domain. We do not require that the slope at t = 0 is a continuously varying function over the space
domain. Also, we allow the slope at a given point p in space to vary discontinuously with time. The slope at p may be large
until the instant in time that a fast wave reaches p. We do not impose a bound on the rate of change of the slope at p as
a function of time. Thus, Axiom 1.1 is a weaker restriction on the slope function than a Lipschitz continuity condition.
On the other hand, the no-focusing axiom constraints the slope at any point in spacetime P to be bounded by the global
minimum and maximum slope in the initial conditions, i.e.,
0< σmin  σ(P ) σmax < ∞
In fact, the method of characteristics [23] for solving hyperbolic PDEs is to compute the solution at the point P by integrat-
ing its rate of change (speciﬁcally, an ordinary differential equation) along characteristics through P re-traced backward in
time all the way to the initial conditions. As long as the cones of inﬂuence that contain P also contain the characteristics
through P , we are justiﬁed in assuming that the slope at P is bounded by the slope of cones of inﬂuence containing P .
Implications of the no-focusing condition
We prove next that a patch π is solvable if its every facet is either causal or aligned with the domain boundary. First,
we show that for every point P on the boundary of π , the cone of dependence of P does not contain any points outside
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on a facet F on the boundary of π . Since Q inﬂuences P , we have P ∈ cone+(Q ). But P lies below the plane of F which
means F is not causal, which is a contradiction.
Thus, for every point Q on the boundary of π , cone−(Q ) contains only points of π . Every point P in the interior of the
patch π is contained in cone−(Q ) where Q is the point on the boundary of π vertically above P . Therefore, by Axiom 1.2,
cone−(P ) ⊆ cone−(Q ) contains only points of π .
Suppose we pitch a tent at the vertex P of the causal front τ to the vertex P ′ of a new front τ ′ . Let st(P ) denote the
triangles of τ incident on P and let st(P ′) denote the triangles of τ ′ incident on P ′ . We have just shown that τ ′ is causal if
it satisﬁes the following causality constraint: st(P ′) lies strictly below the cone of inﬂuence of every point Q of τ \ st(P ).
Equivalently, τ ′ is causal if at every point Q ′ of st(Q ′), the slope of τ ′ at Q ′ is less than the slope of any cone of inﬂuence
originating from τ \ st(P ) that contains Q ′ .
Thus, the causality constraint limits the height of the tent pole P P ′ to an interval [0, δ) and thus limits the maximum
amount of progress made in each step.
1.4. Notation
First, we deﬁne the terms and notation used to describe our spacetime meshing algorithm.
We use uppercase letters like P , Q , R to denote points in spacetime and corresponding lowercase letters like p, q, r to
denote their spatial projections. We use aff pq to denote the aﬃne hull of two points p and q, i.e., the line pq.
For a triangle P Q R , we use σ(P Q R) to denote the minimum slope σ(P ) over all points P of P Q R . Let σmin
and σmax denote the global minimum and maximum slopes, i.e., σmin = minP∈Ω {σ(P )} and σmax = maxP∈Ω {σ(P )}. We
assume that the slope σ(P ) at every point P in spacetime is bounded: 0 < σmin  σ(P ) σmax < ∞. Hyperbolic problems
are characterized by the fact that σmin > 0.
A front is a (piecewise linear) function τ : E2 → R. Equivalently, the front τ is a 2-dimensional (piecewise linear)
terrain [9], a subset of E2 × R. We will not distinguish between these two equivalent descriptions of the front—one as a
function and the other as a set of points. Each point P on the front τ can be written as P = (p, τ (p)) where p is the spatial
projection of P . We will frequently assume that the front τ consists of a single triangle. In this case, we will not distinguish
between the triangle and the corresponding time function τ : E2 → R whose graph is a plane. In such a scenario, since τ is
a linear function, its gradient, denoted by ∇τ , is the same at every point—∇τ is a vector in R2 in the direction of steepest
ascent and its L2-norm is denoted by ‖∇τ‖.
For an edge, say qr, let τ |qr denote the time function τ restricted to qr and extended to its aﬃne hull; in other words,
τ |qr is a linear function that coincides with τ for every point of qr. The gradient of τ |qr is denoted by ∇τ |qr and its L2-norm
is denoted by ‖∇τ |qr‖.
A local minimum of the front τ is a vertex p such that τ (p) τ (q) for every vertex q that is a neighbor of p. Every front
has a local minimum because it has at least one global minimum which is also a local minimum. When the current front τ
is clear from the context, for every point p ∈ M we use P to denote the corresponding point on the front, i.e., P = (p, τ (p)).
Let τi : M → R denote the front after the ith tent pitching step; τ0 is the initial front. Every front constructed by
our algorithm will be a triangulation. We say that a front τi+1 is obtained by pitching a vertex P = (p, τi(p)) of τi by
t , where t  0, if τi+1(p) = τi(p) + t and for every other vertex q = p we have τi+1(q) = τi(q); we denote this by
τi+1 = pitch(τi, p,t). Tent pitching does not alter the triangulation of the front.
We say that a front τ is valid if there exists a positive real δ bounded away from zero such that for every T ∈ R0 there
exists a sequence of fronts τ , τ1, τ2, . . . , τk where every point of τk has time value at least T , each front in the sequence
obtained from the previous front by pitching some vertex by δ. The minimum value of δ which we guarantee, i.e., the
minimum tent pole height, δmin, will be bounded from below by a ﬁnite positive quantity which is the so-called progress
guarantee.
2. Causal fronts in 2D × time
The input to our algorithm is an initial front, a triangulation of the space domain corresponding to time t = 0, along with
initial and boundary conditions of the problem. In a generic tent pitching step, our algorithm chooses an arbitrary vertex P
of the causal front τ to advance to the vertex P ′ of the new causal front τ ′ . We need an algorithm to decide how high to
pitch the tent P P ′ . We give a greedy algorithm to maximize the height of the tent pole at P . We prove a lower bound on
the height of every tent pole height pitched at an arbitrary local minimum P of τ .
The new front τ ′ is causal if and only if for every triangle P Q R of τ incident on P , the new triangle P ′Q R is causal.
The height of the tent pole at P is limited separately for each triangle P Q R incident on P . Therefore, it suﬃces to
consider the case where the front τ consists of the single triangle P Q R and to compute an upper bound on the tent pole
height for the resulting tetrahedron P P ′Q R . The eventual height of the tent pole P P ′ will be maximized subject to upper
bounds for each such triangle P Q R .
The following theorem gives suﬃcient conditions under which the algorithm can pitch a lowest vertex P of a causal
P Q R by a ﬁnite positive amount to P ′ and ensure that the new triangle P ′Q R is causal.
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Theorem 2.1. Let P Q R be a triangle of the causal front τ with P as its lowest vertex. Without loss of generality, assume τ (p) 
τ (q) τ (r). Let σ > 0 be a real number such that σ  σ(P Q R) and let dp denote the distance from p to the line qr. Let ε be any real
number in the range 0< ε < 1. Consider two cases:
(1) Case pqr  π/2: If ‖∇τ |qr‖ (1− ε)σ , then the front τ ′ = pitch(τ , p,t) satisﬁes ‖∇τ ′‖ < σ for every t ∈ [0, εdpσ ].
(2) Case π/2 < pqr < π : If ‖∇τ |qr‖  (1 − ε)σ sin  pqr, then the front τ ′ = pitch(τ , p,t) satisﬁes ‖∇τ ′‖ < σ for every
t ∈ [0, εdpσ ].
Proof. Let p¯ be the orthogonal projection of p onto the line affqr. (See Fig. 5.)
Let nqr denote the unit vector normal to qr such that nqr · (p− q) > 0. Let vqr be the unit vector parallel to qr such that
vqr · (r− q) > 0. Then, {nqr,vqr} form an orthonormal basis for the vector space R2.
The vector ∇τ ′ can be resolved into its orthogonal components: ∇τ ′ · vqr parallel to qr and ∇τ ′ ·nqr perpendicular to qr.
Therefore, the causality constraint ‖∇τ ′‖ < σ , or equivalently ‖∇τ‖2 < σ 2, can be written as
(∇τ ′ · nqr)2 + (∇τ ′ · vqr)2 < σ 2
Pitching p does not change the gradient of the time function restricted to the opposite edge, so ∇τ ′ · vqr = ∇τ · vqr = ∇τ |qr .
We are given that 0∇τ · vqr  (1− ε)σ < σ ; hence, ∇τ ′ · vqr < σ . Therefore, the causality constraint is equivalent to
∇τ ′ · nqr <
√
σ 2 − (∇τ ′ · vqr)2
The scalar product ∇τ ′ · nqr can be written as
∇τ ′ · nqr = τ
′(p) − τ (p¯)
|pp¯|
As long as τ ′(p) τ (p¯), we have ∇τ ′ · nqr  ∇τ · nqr , so that ‖∇τ ′‖ ‖∇τ‖ < σ and the lemma holds. Hence, for the rest
of this proof, assume τ ′(p) > τ(p¯). Therefore, ‖∇τ ′‖ < σ if and only if
τ ′(p) − τ (p¯)
|pp¯| <
√
σ 2 − ‖∇τ |qr‖2 (1)
Case 1:  pqr is non-obtuse. See Fig. 5(b)–(c). In this case, we have τ (p¯) τ (q) τ (p). We have
τ ′(p) = τ (p) + t
 τ (p¯) + t
 τ (p¯) + εσ |pp¯|
Since 0< ε < 1 we have ε <
√
1− (1− ε)2. Therefore,
τ ′(p) < τ(p¯) + σ |pp¯|
√
1− (1− ε)2
= τ (p¯) + |pp¯|
√
σ 2 − (1− ε)2σ 2
Since ‖∇τ |qr‖ (1− ε)σ , we have
τ ′(p) < τ(p¯) + |pp¯|
√
σ 2 − ‖∇τ |qr‖2
which is precisely the causality constraint of Eq. (1).
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Let β = |p¯q|/|pp¯|. Since |p¯q| = 0, we have
τ ′(p) − τ (p¯)
|pp¯| =
τ ′(p) − τ (q)
|pp¯| +
τ (q) − τ (p¯)
|p¯q|
|p¯q|
|pp¯| =
τ ′(p) − τ (q)
|pp¯| + β‖∇τ |qr‖ (2)
Using Eq. (2), the causality constraint (Eq. (1)) can be rewritten as
τ ′(p) − τ (q)
|pp¯| <
√
σ 2 − ‖∇τ |qr‖2 − β‖∇τ |qr‖ (3)
We are given that ‖∇τ |qr‖ (1− ε)σ sin  pqr. Substituting this upper bound on ‖∇τ |qr‖ into Eq. (3), we obtain the follow-
ing constraint:
τ ′(p) − τ (q)
|pp¯| < σ
(√
1− (1− ε)2 sin2  pqr )− σ(1− ε)β sin  pqr (4)
which is at least as strong as the causality constraint of Eq. (3). Since τ (p) τ (q) and τ ′(p) τ (p) + εσ |pp¯|, we have
τ ′(p) − τ (q)
|pp¯| 
τ ′(p) − τ (p)
|pp¯| 
εσ |pp¯|
|pp¯| = εσ
Hence, Eq. (4) (and thus Eq. (3)) is satisﬁed if
ε <
√
1− (1− ε)2 sin2  pqr − (1− ε)β sin  pqr
or equivalently
(
ε + (1− ε)β sin  pqr)2 + (1− ε)2 sin2  pqr < 1 (5)
Let λ denote the left-hand side of Eq. (5). We have
λ = (ε + (1− ε)β sin  pqr)2 + (1− ε)2 sin2  pqr
= ε2 + (1− ε)2β2 sin2  pqr + 2ε(1− ε)β sin  pqr + (1− ε)2 sin2  pqr
= ε2 + (1− ε)2(β2 + 1) sin2  pqr + 2ε(1− ε)β sin  pqr
Note that
β2 + 1= |p¯q|
2 + |pp¯|2
|pp¯|2 =
|pq|2
|pp¯|2
by Pythagoras’ theorem applied to pp¯q. Also, sin  pqr = |pp¯|/|pq|. Hence,
(
β2 + 1) sin2  pqr = 1
Additionally,
β sin  pqr = |p¯q||pp¯|
|pp¯|
|pq| = − cos  pqr
Therefore,
λ = ε2 + (1− ε)2 − 2ε(1− ε) cos  pqr
= ε2 + 1+ ε2 − 2ε − 2ε(1− ε) cos  pqr
= 1+ 2ε2 − 2ε − 2ε(1− ε) cos  pqr
= 1− 2ε(−ε + 1+ (1− ε) cos  pqr)
= 1− 2ε(1− ε)(1+ cos  pqr)
< 1
The last inequality follows because pqr is non-degenerate, so cos  pqr = −1; also, both ε and (1− ε) are positive. There-
fore, the constraint ‖∇τ ′‖ < σ is satisﬁed. 
Theorem 2.1 guarantees that we can pitch a tent pole at an arbitrary local minimum vertex P of height at least εwpσmin
without violating causality, where wp is the minimum distance from p to the opposite edge of any triangle incident on p
(sometimes called the local feature size [10] at p), and σmin is the global minimum slope.
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Üngör and Sheffer [29], and also Erickson et al. [11], observed that for spatial dimension d  2 the causality constraint
alone is not enough to guarantee a positive tent pole height, even for linear problems where the causal slope can be
assumed to be a global constant. They showed that if the space mesh contains an obtuse or a right triangle then their Tent
Pitcher algorithm will eventually construct a front such that no further progress is possible while maintaining causality.
Being too greedy in advancing the front at each step can prevent progress in the future.
Erickson et al. [11] introduced a progress constraint on the front at each step. Causality limits the magnitude of every
triangle of each front. The progress constraint is a gradient constraint on certain edges of each front. Speciﬁcally, the progress
constraint ensures that the antecedent of Theorem 2.1 is satisﬁed. They showed that if a front is causal and additionally
satisﬁes the progress constraint, then it can be advanced by pitching a tent pole of positive height at any local minimum
vertex so that the new front is also causal and also satisﬁes the corresponding progress constraint. By induction, if a front
is causal and satisﬁes the progress constraint, then it is valid. We refer the reader to the author’s PhD thesis [25] for a
geometric explanation of the necessity of progress constraints.
We give a slightly different progress constraint here, reproduced from the author’s PhD thesis [25]. Our progress con-
straint is the weakest condition necessary to satisfy the antecedent of Theorem 2.1. It is parameterized by a real number ε
and a slope σ .
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Progress constraint σ ). Fix ε in the range 0< ε < 1. Let P Q R be an arbitrary triangle of a front τ .
Deﬁne φqr = 1 if both  pqr and  qrp are non-obtuse; otherwise, φqr = max{sin  pqr, sin  qrp}. The quantities φpq and
φrp are deﬁned similarly.
Deﬁne φ(pqr) =min{φpq, φqr, φrp}. Note that 0< φ(pqr) 1 and φ(pqr) < 1 if and only if pqr is obtuse.
We say that the triangle P Q R satisﬁes progress constraint σ if and only if for every lowest vertex P , we have
‖∇τ |qr‖ (1− ε)φ(pqr)σ .
If a front τ is causal and satisﬁes progress constraint σmin (Deﬁnition 3.1), then an arbitrary local minimum P of τ can
be advanced by at least δmin > 0 to obtain a new front τ ′ such that τ ′ is also causal and satisﬁes progress constraint σmin.
In other words, every front τ that is causal and satisﬁes progress constraint σmin is valid. Speciﬁcally, Theorem 3.2 is proved
in Appendix A.
Theorem 3.2. Let P Q R be a causal triangle with P as its lowest vertex. Let σmin denote the global minimum slope.
If P Q R is causal and satisﬁes progress constraint σmin , then there exists δmin > 0 such that for every t ∈ [0, δmin] the triangle
P ′Q R obtained by pitching a tent pole at P of height t is causal and satisﬁes progress constraint σmin .
Theorem 3.2 implies a positive progress guarantee of δmin whenever the local minimum vertex P is pitched, where δmin
is a positive quantity bounded away from zero that depends on the local geometry of the front.
The progress constraint due to Erickson et al. and the one used in Theorem 3.2 does not adapt to evolving physics, i.e.,
changing slope. The progress constraint depends on the global minimum slope σmin (a function of the initial conditions of
the PDE), which could signiﬁcantly—and, as it turns out, unnecessarily—constrain the progress at each step. In this paper,
we instead show how to adapt the applicable progress constraint at each step to the slope that most limits the progress in
the next few iterations of the algorithm. By doing so, we make more progress on average, leading to a more eﬃcient mesh
with fewer patches overall.
Our main contributions in the rest of this section are the following. We give a novel characterization of fronts in
2D × time that are always guaranteed to progress, which we call progressive fronts. We give a lower bound on the progress
guarantee at each step which depends on the slope that most constrains the duration of the current patch, not neces-
sarily the global minimum slope. We derive geometric constraints on the front at any step that guarantee that the front
can progress in the next step and so on inductively at every step. The geometric constraints are simple to express and
to compute. We also give an eﬃcient algorithm to maximize the progress at every step subject to these constraints. With
our characterization of progressive fronts, we resolve the conundrum referred to in the Introduction. Intuitively, the geo-
metric constraints that apply at any given iteration of the algorithm are predicted by simulating the next h tent pitching
steps for some parameter h  0 called the horizon. We initially make conservative assumptions about the future slope and
successively reﬁne the estimate of the slope encountered in the next h iterations.
Our algorithm anticipates changing slopes by simulating at each iteration the next few tent pitching steps. The purpose
of this lookahead is to estimate the actual causal slope encountered in the next few iterations. As a result, we expect that,
in practice, the actual progress is proportional to the slope that most constrains causality at the current step and in the
next few iterations of the algorithm, which may be signiﬁcantly larger than the global minimum slope. Hence, we expect
our algorithm to create spacetime elements whose sizes are proportional to the local geometry and to adapt their duration
rapidly to changing causality constraints.
Theorem 2.1 can be interpreted as follows. Let τ ′ be the front obtained by pitching a local minimum vertex of the current
front τ by t . To ensure that τ ′ is causal, the front τ must satisfy a gradient constraint that depends on the causal slope
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a cone of inﬂuence that intersects the front τ ′ obtained after advancing τ by t . The main diﬃculty in characterizing valid
fronts arises when the causal slope at a given point in the space domain decreases over time; this is the case if a faster
wave arrives at this point. For instance, suppose P Q R is causal. However, as soon as the local minimum vertex, say P , is
advanced to P ′ , the triangle P ′Q R may intersect a cone of inﬂuence with a much smaller slope, i.e., σ(P ′Q R)  σ(P Q R).
Consequently, P ′Q R is not causal because its slope is much larger than the slope of the fast cone of inﬂuence that
intersects it. The fast cone which intersects P ′Q R but not P Q R prevents the front from making non-trivial progress by
pitching the local minimum vertex P (or any other vertex).
From Theorem 2.1, we observe that the new front P ′Q R is causal if the old front P Q R satisﬁes progress constraint
σ(P ′Q R). We need to estimate the slope σ(P ′Q R) in the next step in order to enforce a progress constraint on P Q R
in the current step. Of course, we can always use the global minimum slope, σmin, as a conservative estimate of the slope
σ(P ′Q R); however, this excessively conservative estimate implies a very low progress guarantee, which is unfortunately
realized in practice for problems where the ratio of maximum to minimum slopes is very large.
Instead, we develop a lookahead algorithm that adaptively estimates future slope. For a ﬁxed positive integer h, called
the horizon, the algorithm at every step computes an estimated slope σ˜h(P Q R) for every triangle P Q R of the current front.
The horizon h can be ﬁxed or chosen adaptively at each step. The larger the value of h, the greedier the algorithm.
When h = 0, we use the minimum slope σmin as an estimate of the actual causal slope on the front in the next step, so
our estimate of future slope is σ˜0(P Q R) = σmin. When h > 0, we can use the current estimate to tentatively compute the
next front using this estimate, then compute the minimum slope of a cone of inﬂuence that intersects the tentative next
front, and thus reﬁne our previous estimate. The algorithm is described in detail in Section 4.
Deﬁnition 3.3 (h-progressive). Let h be a nonnegative integer, called the horizon.
Let P Q R be a given triangle. We inductively deﬁne P Q R as h-progressive as follows.
Base case h = 0: Triangle P Q R is 0-progressive if and only if it is causal and satisﬁes the progress constraint σmin
(Deﬁnition 3.1).
Case h > 0: Triangle P Q R is h-progressive if and only if all the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) P Q R is causal;
(2) Let P be an arbitrary local minimum vertex of P Q R . Let dp denote the distance from p to line qr and let δmin =
min{ε,1− ε}σmindp . Let P ′Q R = pitch(P Q R, p, δmin) be the triangle obtained by pitching P by δmin. Then, P Q R
must satisfy progress constraint σ(P ′Q R) and P ′Q R must be (h − 1)-progressive.
A front is h-progressive if every triangle of the front is h-progressive.
Lemma 3.4. For every h 0, if P Q R is h-progressive, then P Q R is (h + 1)-progressive.
Proof. If a triangle P Q R satisﬁes progress constraint σ (Deﬁnition 3.1), then P Q R satisﬁes progress constraint σ ′ for
every σ ′  σ . By deﬁnition, σ˜h+1(P Q R) σ˜h(P Q R); allowing the algorithm more lookahead can only improve its estimate
of the future slope. Hence, if P Q R is h-progressive, then it is h′-progressive for every h′  h. 
We claim that being h-progressive guarantees progress by at least δmin at each step. If P Q R is h-progressive then, for
every t in the range 0 t min{ε,1 − ε}dpσmin, the triangle P ′Q R obtained by pitching an arbitrary local minimum
vertex P by t is h-progressive.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose P Q R is a triangle of an h-progressive front τ for some h  0. Let P be an arbitrary local minimum vertex of
P Q R. Let dp denote the distance from p to the line qr and let δmin = min{ε,1 − ε}σmindp . Let P ′Q R denote the corresponding
triangle where P ′ = (p, τ (p) + t) for an arbitrary t ∈ [0, δmin].
Then, P ′Q R is h-progressive.
Proof. By Deﬁnition 3.3, triangle P ′Q R is (h − 1)-progressive. By Lemma 3.4, triangle P ′Q R is also h-progressive. 
By Lemma 3.5, if the amount of progress made by p in every step is no more than the minimum δmin =min{ε,1− ε}×
σmin dp for every triangle P Q R , then every front is h-progressive. Thus, the progress at each step would be as little as if
we imposed progress constraint σmin (Deﬁnition 3.1) at every step. It is important to minimize the number of spacetime
elements by exploiting the fact that the actual slope in the next step may be signiﬁcantly larger than the global minimum
slope; i.e., to take advantage of the possibility that σ(P ′Q R)  σmin when enforcing the progress constraint of Deﬁnition 3.1.
Therefore, in the next section, we give algorithms to greedily maximize the progress of local minimum vertex P at each
step.
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We want to maximize the progress at each step in a greedy fashion, i.e., at the ith step given an arbitrary local minimum
vertex p of the front τi we want to maximize τi+1(p), where τi+1 = pitch(τi, p,t), subject to the constraint that τi+1 is
causal and h-progressive. Let Tsup denote the supremum value of τi+1 such that τi+1 is causal and h-progressive. In this
section, we will give algorithms to compute Tsup exactly and approximately.
First, consider the causality constraint alone.
We advance a local neighborhood N of the causal front τ at each step to the neighborhood N ′ of a new causal front τ ′ .
The front τ ′ is causal if (i) the gradient of τ ′ at every point of N ′ is less than the minimum slope anywhere in N , and
(ii) the neighborhood N ′ lies below (i.e., does not intersect) the cone of inﬂuence cone+(Q ) for every point Q ∈ τ \ N . The
cone of inﬂuence of each point Q ∈ τ corresponds to a causal cone constraint. We can separate the causal cone constraints
into two subsets—local and nonlocal. Every point in the local neighborhood N corresponds to a local cone constraint that
limits the gradient of N ′ . For every non-local point Q ∈ τ \ N , the new neighborhood N ′ must lie below cone+(Q ). The
local causality constraint can be computed easily by examining the minimum slope in the neighborhood N . Let tlocal denote
the supremum value of τi+1(p) such that τi+1 satisﬁes the local causality constraint only.
Deﬁnition 3.3 immediately gives an algorithm to answer the following question: given a triangle P Q R in spacetime and
an integer h  0, is P Q R h-progressive? Using the algorithm to answer this yes/no question, we can approximate the
maximum tent pole height up to any given numerical accuracy by performing a binary search in the interval (τi(p), tlocal)
which we know contains Tsup. An algorithm to approximate Tsup suﬃces in practice.
We describe the exact algorithm next.
To compute Tsup exactly, we calculate Tsup(P , Q R) separately for each triangle P Q R incident on P . Subroutines Max-
imizeProgress and FutureSlope of Fig. 6 together compute Tsup(P , Q R). These subroutines simulate the next few tent
pitching steps, greedily maximizing the tent pole height at each step. Starting with a conservative tent pole height de-
termined by the worst-case slope constraint, the subroutines successively reﬁne the estimate of the slope σ˜ that most
constrains the current tent pole height. When the estimate can no longer be improved, the subroutines terminate with a
tent pole height that is guaranteed to be at least δmin > 0 by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.5.
The two subroutines require an oracle that returns the minimum slope of any cone of inﬂuence of the current front that
intersects a given triangle. The cone that eventually determines Tsup can be the cone of inﬂuence of a point of τ very far
away from P . (See Fig. 7.) We use a bounding cone hierarchy, i.e., a binary tree, built on top of the cones of inﬂuence to
speed up the query time. The bounding cone hierarchy is a standard technique successfully applied to numerous problems,
such as the Barnes–Hut divide-and-conquer method [7] for N-body simulations, as well as to collision detection in computer
graphics and robot motion planning [17] and for indexing multi-dimensional data in geographic information systems [14].
MaximizeProgress( Front P Q R , Vertex P , Integer h > 0 ):
1. (Comment: σ˜h(P Q R) is the current estimate of the slope in the next step.)
2. σ˜h ← σmin;
3. done ← false;
4. while not done:
4.1. compute the maximum time value T ∗ such that
P∗Q R where P∗ = (p, T ∗)
is causal and satisﬁes progress constraint σ˜h ;
4.2. lift p to time value T ∗ giving P∗Q R;
4.3. (Comment: recursively compute σ˜h−1(P∗Q R).)
4.4. σ ′ ← FutureSlope(P∗Q R ,h − 1);
4.5. done ← true;
4.6. let P ′Q R denote the triangle after advancing P
so that P ′Q R is causal, it satisﬁes progress constraint σ ′ ,
and the height of P P ′ is maximized;
4.7. compute σ(P ′Q R), the minimum slope of any cone of inﬂuence intersecting P ′Q R;
4.8. if σ(P ′Q R) > σ˜h :
4.8.1. (Comment: Improve the current estimate σ˜h .)
4.8.2. σ˜h ← σ(P ′Q R);
4.8.3. done ← false;
5. return T ∗;
FutureSlope( Front ABC , Integer h′  0 ):
1. if h′ = 0:
1.1. return σmin;
2. σ˜ ← ∞;
3. for every local minimum, say A, of ABC :
3.1. T ′ ← MaximizeProgress(ABC , A, h′);
3.2. let A′BC be the triangle after advancing A to A′ = (a, T ′);
3.3. σ˜ ←min{σ˜ , σ (A′BC)};
4. return σ˜ ;
Fig. 6. Algorithm to maximize height of tent pole P P ′ subject to h-progressive constraints.
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We thus have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. For every i  0, if the front τi is h-progressive, then τi is valid.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on i. The initial front τ0 is h-progressive because its gradient is zero every-
where. By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.5, at each step i the algorithm advances a local minimum vertex P of the h-progressive
front τi to the front τi+1 such that τi+1 is h-progressive. Recall that wp is the minimum distance from p to the line
through the opposite edge qr of a triangle pqr incident on p. By Lemma 3.5, we know that τi+1(p) τi(p) + δmin where
δmin =min{ε,1−ε}wpσmin. Because M has a ﬁnite number of vertices, for every target time T  0, the entire front achieves
or exceeds time T in a ﬁnite number of steps. 
In particular, it can be shown [25] that after constructing at most k patches, where k  n(T+diam(M)σmax)
δmin
, the entire
front τk is past the target time T ; here, n denotes the number of vertices of the front and diam(M) denotes the diameter
of the space domain M .
5. Adaptive reﬁnement and coarsening
The SDG solver may reject a patch presented to it if its elements are too coarse to compute a suﬃciently accurate
solution. Thus, the solver controls the sizes of the spacetime elements, guided by an a posteriori spacetime error indicator.
We infer from a rejected patch how to modify (re-triangulate) the old front so that, in the next step, our algorithm will
create patches with a ﬁner resolution in the neighborhood of the rejected patch. The new front after re-meshing the old
front is still causal. However, the progress constraint (Deﬁnition 3.1) imposed on a front triangle depends on the shape of
the triangle as well as a slope. In Section 5.1, we summarize the reﬁnement and coarsening method of Abedi and others
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Fig. 9. A sequence of 6 tents pitched by the adaptive algorithm: (a)→(b) pitch twice, (b)→(c) reﬁne and pitch, (c)→(d) pitch, (d)→(e) pitch, (e)→(f) de-
reﬁne and pitch.
including this author [2]. This method incorporates adaptive reﬁnement and coarsening of the front by imposing a stronger
progress constraint, called the adaptive progress constraint, on each front triangle. In Section 5.2, we show how to further
modify the adaptive progress constraint to react to changing slopes.
5.1. Adapting the progress constraint to changing geometry
Abedi et al. [2] devised a progress constraint that anticipates changes in the geometry of front triangles due to an
arbitrary amount of reﬁnement and coarsening. This so-called adaptive progress constraint is parameterized by a slope pa-
rameter σ . In Section 5.2, we will explain what slope value should be passed to each application of the progress constraint.
For the purpose of this section, it can be assumed that σ is a ﬁxed value.
To adapt the resolution of the spacetime mesh, adaptive reﬁnement and coarsening of the front is performed as follows. If
the solver rejects the current patch, our meshing algorithm bisects the facets of the front which were adjacent to the patch.
Reﬁning a portion of the current front means that subsequent spacetime elements erected over the reﬁned front will be
smaller. We choose newest vertex bisection for reﬁning a single triangle, a method originally developed by Sewell [22], later
adapted by Mitchell [18–20] in the context of multigrid methods. De-reﬁnement merges two smaller triangles previously
created by a reﬁnement, thus undoing a previous reﬁnement. Therefore, the front at each step is a hierarchical reﬁnement
of the initial front. The crucial property of newest vertex bisection is that repeated bisection of a triangle creates at most 8
homothetic shapes of descendant triangles, which can be computed in advance (Fig. 8). Newest vertex bisection never
subdivides an angle of a triangle more than once. Therefore, if the largest angle of every triangle in the initial front is
identiﬁed as its newest vertex, the number of elements in any patch is at most max{D + 6,8}, where D is the maximum
vertex degree of the original triangulation. Newest vertex bisection of a single triangle may require adjacent triangles to
be bisected to maintain a triangulation, but the propagation always terminates. In practice, we observed [25] that the path
along which the reﬁnement propagates is not too long.
When the error estimate within an element falls below some threshold, the SDG solver marks the causal face of that
element as coarsenable. We merge four facets of the front into two, only if they are the result of an earlier reﬁnement,
when they are all marked as coarsenable, and each pair of triangles to be merged is coplanar. To make merging possible,
our algorithm tries to make coarsenable siblings coplanar, by lowering the top of the tent, as long as the lower tent pole
height is above some threshold. This means, of course, that merging a pair of coarsenable triangles may be delayed several
steps.
See Fig. 9 for an illustration of the effect of reﬁne and de-reﬁne operations interspersed with tent pitching steps. The
algorithm produces an unstructured tetrahedral mesh of spacetime with the property that any two tetrahedra are either
disjoint or their intersection is the entire face of one of the tetrahedra.
To support reﬁnement by newest vertex bisection and coarsening by de-reﬁnement, Abedi et al. [2] derived new adaptive
progress constraints and an adaptive meshing algorithm for the case of constant (or non-decreasing) slope. Intuitively, the
adaptive progress constraint imposed on a triangle P Q R anticipates all the possible eight homothety classes of triangles
obtained by an arbitrary amount of reﬁnement of P Q R . The adaptive progress constraint limits the gradient of P Q R
along its edges as well as the edges of descendant triangles. We use the adaptive progress constraints of Abedi et al. in our
new algorithm, so we repeat them here for completeness. The paper by Abedi et al. [2] contained an oversight in the proof
of a key lemma, speciﬁcally in its Lemma 1. Fortunately, the oversight is easily rectiﬁed [25]. In this subsection, we state
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Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, adapted from Abedi et al. [2] to conform to our notation and vocabulary, with the corrected proofs
appearing in Appendix B.
Fix two real numbers ε and ϕ such that 0 < ε < ϕ < (1 + ε)/2 < 1. For any triangle abc with newest vertex a, the
diminished width of abc is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 5.1 (Diminished width [2]). Let abc be an arbitrary triangle where a is the newest vertex. (See Fig. 10.) The dimin-
ished width of abc is deﬁned as
w˜(abc) :=min
⎧⎨
⎩
(1− ε)dist(a,affbc),
(1− ϕ)dist(b,affac),
(1− ϕ)dist(c,affab)
⎫⎬
⎭
The ﬁrst distance is measured from the newest vertex to the opposite edge and is scaled differently from the other two
altitudes. We adopt the convention that the three vertices of a triangle are always listed with its apex ﬁrst. The adaptive
progress constraints limit the difference in time values along each edge in the subdivided triangle as follows.
Deﬁnition 5.2 (Adaptive progress constraint σ [2]). Let ABC be an arbitrary triangle of a front τ with newest vertex A. Let d,
e, and f be midpoints of sides bc, ac, and ab respectively (Fig. 10). We say that the triangle ABC satisﬁes adaptive progress
constraint σ if and only if
∣∣τ (a) − τ (b)∣∣ 2w˜(dca)σ
∣∣τ (a) − τ (d)∣∣ w˜(abc)σ
∣∣τ (a) − τ (c)∣∣ 2w˜(dab)σ
∣∣τ (b) − τ (c)∣∣ 4w˜( f da)σ
The constraints in the deﬁnition of the progress constraint apply recursively to all descendants of the triangle abc, but
these recursive constraints are equivalent to one of the four constraints above.
For ease of understanding, it is acceptable to think of the slope parameter σ in Deﬁnition 5.2 as a constant; in particular,
it suﬃces for the purpose of this subsection to assume that σ = σmin. We will see in the next subsection that the progress
constraint imposed on a triangle depends on its spacetime coordinates so that the parameter σ of the progress constraint
adapts to variations in causal slope throughout spacetime.
A front τ is progressive if and only if every triangle of τ satisﬁes the adaptive progress constraint of Deﬁnition 5.2.
Theorem 5.3. If a front τi is progressive, then for every local minimum vertex p, for every t ∈ [0, εwpσmin], the front τi+1 =
pitch(τi, p,t) is causal.
Theorem 5.4. If a front τi is progressive and if 0< ε < ϕ < (1+ε)/2< 1, then for every local minimum vertex p there exists δmin > 0,
where δmin is a function of the triangle pqr and the parameters ε and ϕ , such that the front τi+1 = pitch(τi, p,t) is progressive
for every t ∈ [0, δmin].
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 are proved in Appendix B.
5.2. Adapting the progress constraint to changing slope
So far, adaptive reﬁnement and coarsening of the front has been only in response to numerical errors. However, a patch
with a very short tent pole relative to its spatial size is undesirable. Such a patch may take a lot of computational time
for the solution method to converge, if at all, and the resulting error may be unacceptably large, causing the patch to be
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expensive, so we try to minimize the number of patches in the spacetime mesh by maximizing the height of each tent pole.
Therefore, it is important to design a meshing algorithm where the minimum tent pole height is bounded from below in
theory and which can further incorporate heuristics to try to exceed the minimum theoretical guarantee in practice.
To this end, we propose in this section a method to reﬁne the front in places where a large slope will produce shorter
tent poles. The theoretical lower bound on the tent pole height (Theorem 5.4) is a function of the global minimum slope
σmin. A tent pole of height equal or close to the minimum guarantee may produce spacetime elements whose duration is
insuﬃciently large relative to their spatial size. Our solution is for the meshing algorithm to reﬁne the front as soon as we
detect the possibility of creating such badly shaped elements in the near future.
Since we now permit the meshing algorithm to reﬁne the front of its own accord, we have the luxury of relaxing the
adaptive progress constraint to produce even taller tent poles. Our contribution in this section is to generalize the adaptive
progress constraint (Deﬁnition 5.2) so that it adjusts in response to the changes in causal slope. We aim to impose a
weaker constraint on the descendants of a triangle than on the triangle itself because the descendants are smaller. If the
larger triangle can make only a little progress because it encounters a fast slope very soon, then the smaller triangles can
perhaps be pitched several times before they need to be constrained by the fast slope. We therefore make the progress
constraint imposed on a given triangle due to the shape of its descendant triangles adaptive to the level of reﬁnement of
the descendants.
We say that a triangle of the initial front has level zero, and the two triangles obtained by bisecting a level-l triangle are
assigned level l + 1.
The progress constraint that we impose on a given triangle P Q R of a front τ depends on two parameters, h and l.
The parameter h is the horizon, as in Deﬁnition 3.3. For each descendant ABC of P Q R by l newest vertex bisections,
we enforce a progress constraint on P Q R that depends on the shape of ABC , its level of reﬁnement l, and the horizon
parameter h. The greater the level of reﬁnement of a triangle , the larger is likely to be the estimated slope σ˜h() for a
ﬁxed h, i.e., if 2 is a descendant of 1 by newest vertex bisection, then σ˜h(2)  σ˜h(1). Therefore, we look ahead up
to l levels of reﬁnement of a single triangle where l  0 is a parameter. For a triangle 1 at reﬁnement level greater than
l, we impose a progress constraint that depends on its ancestor 2 at level l. If l = 0, then 2 = P Q R; the advantage of
choosing l > 0 is that in practice we expect σ˜h(2)  σ˜h(P Q R) because 2 is a subset of P Q R . In other words, for the
same horizon parameter h, the smaller triangle 2 will encounter a subset of the cone constraints in the next h steps of
pitching vertices of 2 as the larger triangle P Q R . For the same number of lookahead steps h, a smaller triangle is likely
to advance through more tent pitching steps than its larger ancestor because each tent pitching step makes progress in time
proportional to the size of the triangle.
We therefore alter the deﬁnition of an h-progressive front, by changing Deﬁnition 3.3 to refer to the adaptive progress
constraint of Deﬁnition 5.2 in its base case. The new deﬁnition is stated in its entirety next.
Deﬁnition 5.5 (Adaptively h-progressive). Let h be a nonnegative integer, called the horizon.
Let P Q R be a given triangle. We inductively deﬁne P Q R as adaptively h-progressive as follows.
Base case h = 0: Triangle P Q R is adaptively 0-progressive if and only if it is causal and satisﬁes the adaptive progress
constraint σmin (Deﬁnition 5.2).
Case h > 0: Triangle P Q R is adaptively h-progressive if and only if all the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) P Q R is causal;
(2) Let P be an arbitrary local minimum vertex of P Q R . Let dp denote dist(p,affqr) and let δmin = min{ε,1− ε}σmindp .
Let P ′Q R = pitch(P Q R, p, δmin) be the triangle obtained by advancing P by δmin. Then, P Q R must satisfy the adaptive
progress constraint σ(P ′Q R) and P ′Q R must be adaptively (h − 1)-progressive.
We say that a front τ is adaptively h-progressive if every triangle of τ is adaptively h-progressive (Deﬁnition 5.5).
The following two lemmas are analogous to Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, so their proofs are omitted.
Lemma 5.6. For every h 0, if P Q R is adaptively h-progressive, then P Q R is adaptively (h + 1)-progressive.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose P Q R is a triangle of an adaptively h-progressive front τ for some h  0. Let P be an arbitrary local minimum
vertex of P Q R. Let dp denote dist(p,affqr).
Then, there exists δmin > 0 such thatP ′Q R where P ′ = (p, τ (p)+t) for an arbitraryt ∈ [0, δmin] is adaptively h-progressive.
Additionally, we allow the progress constraint imposed on a triangle to depend on its level of reﬁnement l in addition to
the horizon parameter h.
Deﬁnition 5.8 ((h, l)-progressive). We inductively deﬁne a triangle P Q R as (h, l)-progressive as follows:
Base case l = 0: P Q R is (h,0)-progressive if it is adaptively h-progressive (Deﬁnition 5.5).
Case l > 0: P Q R is (h, l)-progressive if it is h-progressive (Deﬁnition 3.3) and each of the two children obtained by
newest vertex bisection of P Q R is (h, l − 1)-progressive.
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Output: A tetrahedral mesh of M × [0,∞)
Initial front τ0 is the space mesh at time t = 0
Fix h, l.
Repeat for i = 0,1,2, . . .:
1. Advance in time an arbitrary local minimum vertex P = (p, τi(p)) of the current front
τi to P ′ = (p, τi+1(p)) such that τi+1 is (h, l)-progressive, and τi+1(p) is maximized.
2. Partition the spacetime volume between τi and τi+1 into a patch of tetrahedra, each
sharing the tent pole edge P P ′ .
3. Solve the resulting patch.
4. If the patch is accepted, then some outﬂow triangles on the new front τi+1 are marked
coarsenable. Merge any pair of coarsenable sibling triangles if they are coplanar on the
new front τi+1, as long as the resulting coarser front is also (h, l)-progressive.
5. If the patch is rejected, then one or more triangles on the front τi are marked for
reﬁnement. Perform newest vertex bisection of every triangle marked for reﬁnement,
propagating the bisection to neighboring triangles to maintain a triangulated front.
Fig. 11. Adaptive nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm in 2D × time.
By Deﬁnition 5.8, if a triangle P Q R is (h, l)-progressive, then any triangle obtained by a single newest vertex bisection
of P Q R is (h, l′)-progressive for l′ =max{l − 1,0}.
We say that a front is (h, l)-progressive if every triangle on the front is (h, l)-progressive. We say that a front is progres-
sive if it is (h, l)-progressive for some ﬁxed h and l.
A progressive front is guaranteed to make suﬃcient positive progress after at most a ﬁnite number of reﬁnements by
newest vertex bisection of its facets.
Lemma 5.9. If a front τ is (h,0)-progressive, then for every local minimum p of τ there exists a δmin > 0, such that the front τ ′ =
pitch(τ , p,t) is (h,0)-progressive for every t ∈ [0, δmin].
Proof. By deﬁnition, every triangle P Q R of the front τ is adaptively h-progressive. By Lemma 5.7, the triangle P ′Q R
obtained by advancing local minimum vertex P to P ′ by δmin is also adaptively h-progressive. Hence, there exists a δmin > 0
such that the front τ ′ = pitch(τ , p,t) is (h,0)-progressive for arbitrary t ∈ [0, δmin]. 
We permit adaptive reﬁnement of the front at each step by any number of newest vertex bisections and coarsening by
de-reﬁnement, to be interspersed with tent pitching steps that advance the front. Therefore, we infer the following theorem.
Theorem 5.10. If a triangle P Q R is (h, l)-progressive, then P Q R is valid.
Proof. The proof is by a very simple induction on the parameter l. If l = 0, then the theorem follows from Lemma 5.9.
Otherwise, if l > 0, then by the induction hypothesis, the child triangle ABC of P Q R , which is (h, l − 1)-progressive, is
valid. Hence, by Deﬁnition 5.8, the theorem follows for the case l > 0 also. 
6. An adaptive nonlinear algorithm in 2D × time
Finally, we have a spacetime meshing algorithm that uniﬁes the two previous results on (i) adaptive meshing assuming a
ﬁxed global slope, and (ii) non-adaptive meshing in the presence of changing slopes due to nonlinear physics. Our adaptive
nonlinear algorithm greedily maximizes the progress such that each front is (h, l)-progressive for some choice of h and l.
The algorithm can be as complicated as desired. Deﬁnition 5.8 stresses the fact that our algorithm can optimize the choice
of h and l, likely doing better than the theoretical guarantee obtained by setting h = l = 0. An optimal practical choice of
the parameters h and l remains to be investigated.
Reﬁnement of a triangle on the front is easy to incorporate into the advancing front meshing algorithm with nonlocal
cone constraints because any faster cone of inﬂuence that intersects a smaller triangle also intersects its parent and is
accounted for in the progress constraint that must be satisﬁed by the parent. De-reﬁnement, on the other hand, presents a
signiﬁcant challenge. When two smaller triangles are merged, the minimum slope on the larger triangle is the minimum of
the slopes of the original smaller triangles. Therefore, both triangles being merged must satisfy the same progress constraint
before they can be coarsened, i.e., we can merge two triangles into one if and only if the new triangle is h-progressive. When
coarsening is possible only under such strict constraints, we need to carefully prioritize each coarsening step so that the
front is only as reﬁned as necessary and not much more. Prioritizing the various coarsening requests remains challenging. In
initial experiments, however, it was observed that, once a portion of the front is marked coarsenable, it is usually de-reﬁned
after at most a few tent pitching steps.
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Experiments with Tent Pitcher on problems of practical complexity have strongly validated the beneﬁts of Tent Pitcher
over conventional alternatives, such as time-stepping, in terms of reduced mesh size and faster overall simulation. Adaptive
Tent Pitcher produces a mesh with an order of magnitude fewer elements by responding rapidly to numerical accuracy
requirements. For instance, Abedi et al. [1,2,4,5] demonstrated the eﬃciency of adaptive Tent Pitcher when applied to the
problem of capturing the spacetime trajectories of moving shocks in a linear elastodynamics problem; in this example, the
causal slope σ was a global constant determined by the properties of the material being simulated. The ratio of the largest
to smallest element diameters in the spacetime mesh was 1024, which meant 20 levels of reﬁnement. A non-adaptive
algorithm would require an initial spacetime mesh that was already as reﬁned as the smallest required resolution, which
would result in a spacetime mesh with 10242 ≈ 106 times as many elements.
Additional re-meshing operations, such as ﬂipping edges, inserting and deleting vertices, and pitching inclined tent poles,
have been incorporated into adaptive Tent Pitcher [26]. The enhanced meshing algorithm has been able to support front
tracking, i.e., aligning of certain mesh facets along spacetime trajectories of shock fronts [6]. As a result, sharp discontinuities
in the solution can be resolved exactly, without approximation, because the SDG solution can exactly model discontinuous
jumps in the solution across element boundaries.
Parallel implementations of Tent Pitcher [16] have also demonstrated the speedup that can be obtained, which makes it
tractable to solve even larger problems with more complicated physics to a high degree of accuracy.
Nonlinear Tent Pitcher is still being tested in 2D × time. Initial experiments with simulated physics [12,24] promise a
similar order of magnitude improvement for some problems, for instance in ﬂuid dynamics, due to the nonlinear algorithm.
It remains to test the new algorithm on actual physics problems motivated by engineering applications.
One point of comparison is the overall simulation time of nonlinear Tent Pitcher as compared to that of linear Tent
Pitcher, which constrains the duration of every tent pole by the global maximum slope. The Mach ratio for a problem is the
ratio of largest to smallest slopes occurring in the problem. When the Mach ratio is large enough, the added complexity of
the nonlinear meshing algorithm is outweighed by the gains in the number of solved patches. Also, if a fast slope occurs
only in a narrow region of spacetime, such as in the vicinity of an acoustic shock wave traveling through a ﬂuid, then our
nonlinear algorithm creates short tent poles only near the spacetime feature described by the shock, while the tent poles
have longer duration in the rest of the domain. Depending on the distribution of slopes, we expect nonlinear Tent Pitcher
to improve on the number of elements by a factor up to the Mach ratio.
Just as adaptive Tent Pitcher creates small elements only in the vicinity of a large change in the solution, in as small a
neighborhood as possible, similarly, nonlinear Tent Pitcher creates elements of short duration only in a small vicinity of a
small slope. Previous versions of Tent Pitcher were able to only poorly approximate, in theory, a discontinuous jump in the
slope at a point by a Lipschitz continuous change happening over a longer period of time. The result would be to create
elements with shorter tent poles in a larger neighborhood of the discontinuity, with a corresponding increase in the total
number of patches.
We ﬁrst implemented nonlinear Tent Pitcher in 1D × time. The problem of devising a nonlinear algorithm is non-trivial
even in 1D × time. Maximizing the height of a tent pole subject to causality involves answering a ray shooting query in
the arrangement of cones of inﬂuence of points on the current front. The algorithm is simpler in 1D × time because no
progress constraints are necessary; causality alone is suﬃcient to guarantee progress at every step. We also experimented
with several heuristics to choose which local minimum vertex to pitch next, with the goal of reducing the overall number of
mesh elements. Some heuristics performed well but were expensive to implement. Fig. 12 shows the triangular spacetime
mesh constructed by nonlinear Tent Pitcher over a 1D space domain; in this example, the slope function was simulated so
that the global minimum slope was concentrated in a band about a diagonal trajectory in spacetime.
Adaptive nonlinear Tent Pitcher was tested [27] with simulated physics. Solving a patch was simulated. If the patch
was accepted, the relevant portion of the solution was the maximum slope within each element of the patch. If the patch
was rejected, every triangle of the old front that was an inﬂow facet to an element of the patch which was marked for
reﬁnement was subdivided once by the reﬁnement rule described in this paper. First, we deﬁned a slope function through
all of spacetime to simulate the propagation of a stimulus starting at the origin and spreading outwards but also getting
diffused over time. The points where the signal reached had a small slope, points suﬃciently in the past and in the future
of the propagating signal had large slope, and points in the neighborhood of the wave had intermediate slope interpolated
between the global minimum and maximum slopes. Second, we deﬁned a mesh resolution criterion which required that the
minimum and maximum slope within a spacetime element lie within a prescribed interval; outside the interval, the element
was either reﬁned or marked as coarsenable. This requirement simulated the need to capture the signal propagation with
suﬃcient accuracy and was easy to compute.
For this artiﬁcial problem, we tried the nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm with one-step lookahead, i.e., h = 1. Informally,
this meant that every local minimum was pitched as high as possible so that every local minimum of the new front could
still be pitched by at least the minimum progress guarantee in the next step. However, to speed up the algorithm, we did
not greedily maximize the height of each tent pole; instead, we performed a binary search within the feasible interval to
determine an acceptable tent pole height which was at least half the maximum height.
Fig. 13 shows a few frames in the animation of the front as it evolves in response to the above criteria. The top view of
the triangulated front is shown.
38 S. Thite / Computational Geometry 42 (2009) 20–44Fig. 12. An unstructured triangular spacetime mesh constructed by nonlinear Tent Pitcher over a 1D uniform space mesh. The space dimension is horizontal
and time increases upwards. The slope at any point in spacetime is one of three distinct values: the minimum slope occurs in a band around the diagonal
where the tent poles are shortest; beyond a certain time value, the maximum slope occurs everywhere.
Fig. 13. Evolution of the front in 2D × time, illustrating the adaptive reﬁnement and coarsening of the front in response to changes in the slope. The most
reﬁnement (smallest elements) are in the vicinity of the greatest rate of change of slope, i.e., at the boundary of the expanding annulus.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we gave the ﬁrst adaptive algorithm, an extension of Tent Pitcher, to build spacetime meshes over arbitrary
2-dimensional triangulated spatial domains suitable for solving nonlinear hyperbolic PDEs, where the causal slope at any
point in spacetime depends on the solution and cannot be computed in advance. Moreover, the solution, and therefore,
the slope, can even change discontinuously, for instance when a shock propagates through the domain. Our nonlinear Tent
Pitcher algorithm correctly builds a patch-wise solvable spacetime mesh as long as the no-focusing condition (Section 1.3)
is satisﬁed by the slope function.
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in a straightforward manner to higher dimensions. As in 2D × time, there are two key lemmas, analogues of Theorems 2.1
and 3.2 in higher dimensions, that imply a lower bound on the minimum height of any tent pole. We refer the reader to the
author’s PhD thesis for further discussion of the spacetime meshing problem in arbitrary dimensions. However, incorporating
adaptivity into Tent Pitcher in dimension d > 2 remains an open problem.
Due to anisotropy, cones of inﬂuence may be asymmetric, i.e., with non-circular cross-sections and/or with inclined axes.
Anisotropic response means that waves propagate faster in one direction than another. Our nonlinear Tent Pitcher algorithm
works correctly for anisotropic problems by enforcing gradient constraints separately for each spatial direction. For instance,
we ensure that every front is causal by enforcing that at every point P , for every spatial direction n, the gradient of the
front at P is less than the slope in the direction n of every cone of inﬂuence that intersects P . As long as each cone
of inﬂuence has a simple description of constant complexity, the computational cost of the meshing algorithm does not
increase signiﬁcantly.
We expect to conﬁrm the anticipated empirical beneﬁts of our algorithm, in terms of signiﬁcantly reduced mesh size
and overall simulation time, after evaluating the algorithm on nonlinear problems of practical complexity.
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Appendix A. Suﬃciency of progress constraints in 2D × time
In this section, we prove a general form of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem A.1. Let P Q R be a triangle of the front τ with P as its lowest vertex. Let dp denote dist(p,affqr). Let ε be any real number
in the range 0< ε < 1.
(1) If P Q R is causal and satisﬁes progress constraint σ (Deﬁnition 3.1), where σ  σ(P Q R), then for every t ∈ [0, εdpσ ] the
front τ ′ = pitch(τ , p,t) is causal.
(2) IfP Q R satisﬁes progress constraint σ (Deﬁnition 3.1), then for everyt ∈ [0, (1− ε)φ(pqr)σdp] the front τ ′ = pitch(τ , p,t)
satisﬁes progress constraint σ .
Proof. The ﬁrst part of the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 because P Q R satisﬁes the antecedent of
Theorem 2.1—by Deﬁnition 3.1, φ(pqr) = sin  pqr whenever pqr > π/2.
We prove next the second part of the theorem. Since advancing p in time does not change the time function along qr,
we have ‖∇τ ′|qr‖ = ‖∇τ |qr‖ (1− ε)φ(pqr)σ , because pqr satisﬁes the progress constraint σ (Deﬁnition 3.1).
The front τ ′ satisﬁes progress constraint σ if, additionally,
‖∇τ ′|pq‖ (1− ε)φ(pqr)σ
and
‖∇τ ′|pr‖ (1− ε)φ(pqr)σ
As long as τ ′(p)  τ (q), we have ‖∇τ ′|pq‖  ‖∇τ |pq‖  (1 − ε)φ(pqr)σ . Similarly, as long as τ ′(p)  τ (r), the constraint
‖∇τ ′|rp‖ (1− ε)φ(pqr)σ is automatically satisﬁed because ‖∇τ ′|rp‖ ‖∇τ |rp‖ (1− ε)φ(pqr)σ .
When τ ′(p) > τ(q), the constraint ‖∇τ ′|pq‖ (1− ε)φ(pqr)σ is equivalent to
τ ′(p) τ (q) + (1− ε)σφ(pqr)|pq|
We have dp  |pq| and τ (p) τ (q). Therefore,
τ ′(p) τ (p) + (1− ε)σφ(pqr)dp
 τ (q) + (1− ε)σφ(pqr)|pq|
40 S. Thite / Computational Geometry 42 (2009) 20–44Fig. 14. Triangle pqr with pqr π/2 with newest vertex p, q, and r respectively.
Similarly, when τ ′(p) > τ(r), the constraint ‖∇τ ′|rp‖ (1− ε)φ(pqr)σ is equivalent to
τ ′(p) τ (r) + (1− ε)σφ(pqr)|pr|
We have dp  |pr| and τ (p) τ (r). Therefore,
τ ′(p) τ (p) + (1− ε)σφ(pqr)dp
 τ (r) + (1− ε)σφ(pqr)|pr| 
Appendix B. Suﬃciency of adaptive progress constraints in 2D × time
In this section, we prove Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, and thus conclude that the adaptive progress constraints of Deﬁnition 5.2
together with causality are suﬃcient to guarantee ﬁnite positive progress at each tent pitching step. The proofs are a
straightforward adaptation of those due to Abedi et al. [2]. The only changes are to the statements of the theorems in order
to conform to our notation and vocabulary, and the addition of Case 2 in the proof of Theorem 5.3, which was missing from
the original paper [2].
Recall that the real numbers ε and ϕ satisfy 0< ε < ϕ < (1+ ε)/2< 1.
Suppose we are pitching a triangle pqr of the front τ , where τ (p)  τ (q) τ (r). Let w be the midpoint of qr; let u
be the midpoint of pr; and let v be the midpoint of pq; see Figs. 14 and 15. Depending on which of the three vertices is
the newest vertex, the new time value τ ′(p) is bounded as a result of the progress constraint in the three different ways
enumerated below. Note that when p is not the newest vertex, lifting p also lifts either u or v , so progress constraints along
edges qu and rv also indirectly limit τ ′(p).
If p is the newest vertex:
τ ′(p)min
⎧⎨
⎩
τ (q) + 2w˜(wrp)σ ,
τ (w) + w˜(pqr)σ ,
τ (r) + 2w˜(wpq)σ
⎫⎬
⎭ (B.1)
If q is the newest vertex:
τ ′(p)min
⎧⎨
⎩
τ (q) + 2w˜(uqr)σ ,
τ (r) + 4w˜(wuq)σ ,
2τ (q) − τ (r) + 2w˜(qrp)σ
⎫⎬
⎭ (B.2)
If r is the newest vertex:
τ ′(p)min
⎧⎨
⎩
τ (q) + 4w˜(uvr)σ ,
τ (r) + 2w˜(vqr)σ ,
2τ (r) − τ (q) + 2w˜(rpq)σ
⎫⎬
⎭ (B.3)
We restate Theorem 5.3 as Theorem B.2 below.
Theorem B.2. If a front τi is progressive, then for every local minimum vertex p, for every t ∈ [0, εwpσmin], the front τi+1 =
pitch(τi, p,t) is causal.
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Proof. Since only the triangles of the front incident on P advance along with P , we can restrict our attention to an arbitrary
triangle pqr incident on p. Let τ and τ ′ denote τi |pqr and τi+1|pqr respectively. Let p¯ be the orthogonal projection of p onto
line qr.
We consider two cases separately.
Case 1: τ (p¯) τ (q)
See Fig. 14. In this case, we have either τ (p¯) = τ (q) = τ (r), or pqr  π/2. In the former case, we have ‖∇τ |qr‖ = 0. In
the latter case, we will show that
‖∇τ |qr‖ (1− ε)σ
i.e., that
τ (r) − τ (q) (1− ε)|qr|σ .
The proof then follows from Theorem 2.1 because the antecedent of Theorem 2.1 is satisﬁed.
We consider three cases depending on which vertex of pqr is the newest vertex.
If p is the newest vertex, then
τ (r) − τ (q)  4w˜(upw)σ by the progress constraint
 4(1− ε)dist(u,aff pw)σ by deﬁnition of diminished width
= 2(1− ε)dist(r,aff pw)σ 2dist(u,aff pw) = dist(r,aff pw)
 2(1− ε)|wr|σ dist(r,aff pw) |wr|
= (1− ε)|qr|σ 2|wr| = |qr|
If q is the newest vertex, then
τ (r) − τ (q)  2w˜(upq)σ by the progress constraint
 2(1− ε)dist(u,aff pq)σ by deﬁnition of diminished width
= ( 1− ε)dist(r,aff pq)σ 2dist(u,aff pq) = dist(r,aff pq)
 (1− ε)|qr|σ dist(r,aff pq) |qr|
If r is the newest vertex, then
τ (r) − τ (q)  2w˜(vrp)σ by the progress constraint
 2(1− ε)dist(v,aff pr)σ by deﬁnition of diminished width
= (1− ε)dist(q,aff pr)σ 2dist(v,aff pr) = dist(q,aff pr)
 (1− ε)|qr|σ dist(q,aff pr) |qr|
Case 2: τ (p¯) < τ(q)
See Fig. 15. In this case, we have pqr > π/2. We will show that
‖∇τ |qr‖ (1− ε)σ sin  pqr
i.e., that
τ (r) − τ (q) (1− ε)|qr|σ sin  pqr.
The proof then follows from Theorem 2.1 because the antecedent of Theorem 2.1 is satisﬁed.
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τ ′(p) − τ (p¯)
|p¯p| =
τ ′(p) − τ (q)
|p¯p| +
τ (q) − τ (p¯)
|p¯q|
|p¯q|
|p¯p|
= τ
′(p) − τ (q)
|p¯p| + β‖∇τ |qr‖ (B.4)
Using Eq. (B.4), the causality constraint ‖∇τ‖ < σ can be rewritten as
τ ′(p) − τ (q)
|p¯p| 
√
σ 2 − ‖∇τ |qr‖2 − β‖∇τ |qr‖ (B.5)
We consider three cases depending on which vertex of pqr is the newest vertex.
If p is the newest vertex, then
τ (r) − τ (q)  4w˜(upw)σ by the progress constraint
 4(1− ε)dist(u,aff pw)σ by deﬁnition of diminished width
= 2(1− ε)dist(r,aff pw)σ 2dist(u,aff pw) = dist(r,aff pw)
Hence,
τ (r) − τ (q)
|qr|  (1− ε)
dist(r,aff pw)
|qr|/2 σ
= (1− ε)dist(r,aff pw)|wr| σ
= (1− ε)σ sin  pwr
= (1− ε)σ |p¯p||pw|
< (1− ε)σ |p¯p||pq|
= (1− ε)σ sin  pqr
If q is the newest vertex, then
τ (r) − τ (q)  2w˜(upq)σ by the progress constraint
 2(1− ε)dist(u,aff pq)σ by deﬁnition of diminished width
= (1− ε)dist(r,aff pq)σ 2dist(u,aff pq) = dist(r,aff pq)
Hence,
τ (r) − τ (q)
|qr|  (1− ε)
dist(r,aff pq)
|qr| σ
= (1− ε)σ sin  pqr
If r is the newest vertex, then
τ (r) − τ (q)  2w˜(vrp)σ by the progress constraint
 2(1− ε)dist(v,aff pr)σ by deﬁnition of diminished width
= (1− ε)dist(q,aff pr)σ 2dist(v,aff pr) = dist(q,aff pr)
Hence,
τ (r) − τ (q)
|qr|  (1− ε)σ
dist(q,aff pr)
|qr|
= (1− ε)σ sin  qrp
= (1− ε)σ |p¯p||pr|
< (1− ε)σ |p¯p||pq|
= (1− ε)σ sin  pqr 
We restate Theorem 5.4 as Theorem B.3 below. Recall that we say a front τ is progressive if and only if every triangle of
τ satisﬁes the adaptive progress constraint of Deﬁnition 5.2.
S. Thite / Computational Geometry 42 (2009) 20–44 43TheoremB.3. If a front τi is progressive and if 0< ε < ϕ < (1+ε)/2< 1, then for every local minimum vertex p there exists δmin > 0,
where δmin is a function of the triangle pqr and the parameters ε and ϕ , such that the front τi+1 = pitch(τi, p,t) is progressive
for every t ∈ [0, δmin].
Proof. Since only the triangles of the front incident on P advance along with p, we can restrict our attention to an arbitrary
triangle pqr incident on p. Let τ and τ ′ denote τi |pqr and τi+1|pqr respectively. Let p¯ be the orthogonal projection of p onto
line qr.
Consider the progress constraints (Eqs. (B.1)–(B.3)). Each progress constraint limits the progress τ ′(p)− τ (p) from above.
The only progress constraint for which this limit is not obviously positive is Eq. (B.2) which applies when q is the newest
vertex of pqr, i.e., the constraint
τ ′(p) 2τ (q) − τ (r) + 2w˜(qrp)σ .
Subtracting τ (p) from both sides, we have the equivalent constraint
τ ′(p) − τ (p) (τ (q) − τ (p))+ τ (q) − τ (r) + 2w˜(qrp)σ .
To prove a positive upper bound on τ ′(p) − τ (p), it suﬃces to show that τ (q) − τ (r) + 2w˜(qrp)σ is positive, i.e., that
τ (r) − τ (q) < 2w˜(qrp)σ .
Since P Q R is progressive, we have
τ (r) − τ (q) 2w˜(upq)σ
Therefore, it suﬃces to show that w˜(qrp) − w˜(upq) is positive and bounded away from zero, which we prove next.
Expanding the deﬁnition of diminished width (Deﬁnition 5.1), we rewrite X = w˜(qrp) − w˜(upq) as X = min{A, B,C}
where
A = (1− ε)dist(q,aff pr) −min
⎧⎨
⎩
(1− ε)dist(u,aff pq),
(1− ϕ)dist(p,affqu),
(1− ϕ)dist(q,affup)
⎫⎬
⎭
 (1− ε)dist(q,aff pr) − (1− ϕ)dist(q,affup)
= (ϕ − ε)dist(q,aff pr);
B = (1− ϕ)dist(r,aff pq) −min
⎧⎨
⎩
(1− ε)dist(u,aff pq),
(1− ϕ)dist(p,affqu),
(1− ϕ)dist(q,affup)
⎫⎬
⎭
 (1− ϕ)dist(r,aff pq) − (1− ε)dist(u,aff pq)
= 2(1− ϕ)dist(u,aff pq) − (1− ε)dist(u,aff pq)
= (1+ ε − 2ϕ)dist(u,aff pq);
C = (1− ϕ)dist(p,affqr) −min
⎧⎨
⎩
(1− ε)dist(u,aff pq),
(1− ϕ)dist(p,affqu),
(1− ϕ)dist(q,affup)
⎫⎬
⎭
 (1− ϕ)(dist(p,affqr) −min{dist(p,affqu),dist(q,affup)}).
Since ε < ϕ < (1+ ε)/2, we have A > 0 and B > 0. See Fig. 14(iii) and Fig. 15(iii). We also have
dist(p,affqr) = 2area(pqr)|qr|
= 2area(upq)|uv|
>
2area(upq)
max{|up|, |uq|}
The inequality above follows because the bisector segment uv must be shorter than at least one of the two sides up and uq.
Now,
2
area(upq)
|up| = dist(q,aff pr) = dist(q,affup)
and
2
area(upq)
|uq| = dist(p,affqu).
Hence, it follows that C > 0. 
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